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Shining Stars
Foam from FloraCraft® makes it easy to deck your halls 

with homemade crafts this holiday season. These glittering, 

glowing creations will comfortably assume starring roles in 

your holiday centerpieces. We’ve adorned foam balls and 

cones with very merry green, red and white gems. Gems are 

easily attached with low-temp glue. 



Balls of Fun 
Foam balls are perfect for crafting one-

of-a-kind holiday ornaments. Here, we’ve 

wrapped balls in pompoms, but you can 

also use gems, fabric, ribbons, sequins 

and other festive materials. Stack your 

ornaments in an apothecary jar, arrange 

them on a platter, toss them into a bowl – 

they’ll catch the eye in any arrangement.



Holiday Hangups 
Spruce up your walls with seasonal art 

by covering foam sheets with holiday 

scenes – use greeting cards, scrap-

book designs or even wrapping paper 

(above). We’ve placed our 12" canvases 

on shelves, but you can just as easily 

hang them. And speaking of hanging, 

we’ve trimmed a foam ball with garland 

and chenille stems to create our version 

of a traditional kissing ball (right).



Pretty Puzzles 
Move over, Rubik – these puzzle cubes are easier and, dare we 

say it, more attractive than yours. We’ve cut up holiday greeting 

cards and glued the pieces to different sides of foam blocks for 

an intriguing three-dimensional art effect. You and yours won’t 

be able to resist rearranging the cubes to fit the images together.



Sweet Treats 
We’ve wrapped foam balls in colored 

cellophane paper and ribbon to create 

“visions of sugarplums” dancing in the 

window. The accompanying wreath 

consists of silk mums tucked into a 

foam ring, accented with ribbon and 

shiny mini ornaments.   



Fine Pines 
These fluttery, feathery trees make a 

dramatic tablescape in any room of 

the house. Here’s how to make them: 

Use a metal nail file to tuck the center 

of a 4" fabric square into a foam cone, 

just far enough to ruffle the edges. 

Start at the bottom and keep tucking 

in squares about 1/2" apart to cover 

the entire cone. (A 12" cone uses 

about 3/4 of a yard of fabric.)



Sugar and Spice 
We’ve wrapped foam discs in colored 

cellophane and attached them to a foam 

ring festooned with peppermint ribbon to 

create a candy-licous wreath. The spicy 

gumdrops are made by squeezing foam 

balls into gumdrop shapes and covering 

them with paint and glitter.



High Art 
A gift wrapped foam cube, garland- 

covered foam ball and foam cone 

decorated with light bulbs and candy 

canes combine for a stunning topiary 

(right). Below, we simply covered foam 

sheets with wrapping paper and ribbon 

to create striking wall hangings. Add a 

few holiday ornaments to make them 

truly unique.



Greeting Spaces
Above: Display your holiday 

cards in style on a custom-

crafted cardholder. Just wrap 

a foam sheet with paper or 

fabric and embellish it with 

your choice of accents. Left: 

Cut out a tree from a foam 

sheet and decorate it with 

seasonal messages. It makes 

a warm welcome for guests!



Santa’s Workshop 
We used FloraCraft®’s Make It: Fun® Project Bricks to build this North Pole 

factory. (That’s a cardboard roof on top.) Foam bricks can be cut to any size and 

manipulated into different shapes to build an endless variety of winter playgrounds. 

Glue and toothpicks keep your designs intact, and you can add seasonal touches  

like “snow”, trees and holiday lights.



A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with foam from FloraCraft®! 

Join Make It Fun® on Facebook to share ideas, tips and photos 

with fellow crafters. You’ll also find templates and design ideas 

there, as well as at www.makeitfuncrafts.com.
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On the Cover
No holiday home is complete without at least one snowman. This one 

is so easy to make! Just wrap three foam balls with eyelash yarn and 

glue them together. Add twig arms and other embellishments to make 

this snowman come to life. A frosty delight!

Scan with your 
smart phone  
to view other 
Holiday ideas!


